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Symposium Report 
Stabilizing Indigenous Languages 
Dennis L. Malone and Isara Choosri* 

A note from Pat Kelley, SIL International Literacy Coordinator 
Few of our field practitioners are strategically located for attending some of the 
conferences around the world that may be related to the work we do in literacy. Also, in 
many cases, especially if no paper is being presented, there may be limited funds 
available for transportation. Yet there is much to be learned from such conferences: for 
example, vocabulary and new terminology, current trends, what’s “out there” in the 
prominent theory and practice of related fields applicable to our work, current research, 
issues defined by the “voices” for literacy, etc. For that reason, when our SIL literacy 
personnel and national colleagues do attend or present at a conference, on occasion we’ll 
include a “Conference Report” … so that our field personnel may glean information from 
them. When possible, contact details will be provided in order to request additional 
information. These reports will reflect the growing trend in the Literacy domain for 
copresenting and coauthoring, which hopefully will continue as we determine to see 
capacity building in this area among our national colleagues. 

Dennis Malone (SIL International in Bangkok, Thailand), and Isara Choosri (Institute of 
Language and Culture for Rural Development at Mahidol University at Salaya, Thailand) 
coauthor this report of the Ninth Annual Symposium on Stabilizing Indigenous 

                                                      
• Dennis Malone (dennis_malone@sil.org) is an International Literacy Consultant, serving with his wife Susan in the 

Asia Area.  He is involved in minority language education projects in the Asia Area and also serves as a guest lecturer 
at the ILCRD.  Isara Choosri (isara.choosri@eudoramail.com) is a Ph. D. student in applied linguistics at the Institute 
of Language and Culture for Rural Development (ILCRD), Mahidol University-Salaya.  His M.A. thesis was a study 
of Chong dialects using GIS mapping techniques. 
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Languages held at Montana State University in Bozeman, Montana (US), on 9 to 11 
June, 2002. Following is a summary of the original report. 

Conference Purpose and Background 
Through our many different jobs and vocations we have undertaken the mission of 
teaching our children about their languages and cultures. This is a very serious and 
challenging duty. We need the help of many people to do this task effectively. This 
conference is one way of helping each other in this undertaking. Through the sharing of 
our experiences and successes we help each other to share our love of our languages and 
cultures. [Leon Rattler, from the introduction to the conference program, p. 1] 

Although the true focus of the Symposium was stabilizing North American indigenous languages, there 
were participants (presenters and nonpresenters) from outside of North America. However, we feel that 
that focus allowed us to compare and contrast the issues and challenges of Native American projects in 
the context of North America with the issues and challenges facing indigenous and minority language 
communities in Southeast Asia. 

Conference Organization 
There were a total of twenty concurrent presentations for the whole Symposium. We attended different 
sessions to allow us to get the most complete coverage of the conference. Below are summaries and 
comments on these sessions.  

Teaching the “Situational Approach” to Language Immersion Programs 

Wayne Holm has written extensively on Navajo bilingual education projects. He and two Navajo teacher 
trainers demonstrated poor Second Language Acquisition approaches, and then demonstrated the 
“situational approach.” Navajo has a very complicated morphology with the verb stem prefixed with up 
to thirteen morphemes. Thus knowledge and use of verbs is critical to Navajo fluency. Traditional 
approaches that use the language in decontextualized activities (e.g., vocabulary lists focused on colors, 
days of the week, etc.) are not adequate to achieve oral fluency. The learners need to deal with the verbs 
in meaningful situations designed by the teachers. Holm emphasized that Navajo is learned as a second 
language, and success is judged on the basis of whether or not the learner can use the language 
appropriately and effectively outside the school settings. 

The Navajo Nation has long been held up as a language community that has successfully maintained its 
language and culture. However, Holm was quite emphatic that the entry level of Navajo children’s 
knowledge and ability in the language has eroded to the point that they now no longer try to introduce 
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Navajo literacy until later in the children’s schooling, after an extended period of oral-only language 
development. In that context, Holm considers that an immersion program for oral language 
communication is the only effective alternative to traditional Navajo language programs. Irene Silentman 
(one of the teacher trainers) also stated, “Navajo is in that stage where we’ve lost the language.” 

The “situational approach” maintains that new vocabulary, especially new verbs, needs to be taught in a 
meaningful context. Laura Wallace (the other teacher trainer) demonstrated the teaching of the verb ‘to 
wash’ as in “I’m washing my hands.” She emphasized also that the language needs to be presented in a 
way that allows learners to understand the way the system works.  

Promoting Navajo Language through Literature 

Originally, this was to be a team presentation. However, only one presenter, Clara Bedonie, was able to 
be there. She focused on a kind of whole language, literature-based approach to Native American literacy 
learning. The other intended team member (Rosie Jones), who could not attend, was to have given a 
presentation on her work with Native American college students in writing and producing literature for 
children in elementary (i.e., primary) school. The Abstract indicated that the approach uses puppetry, 
flannel board storytelling, role playing, thematic units and interactive reading. These instructional 
approaches (which interested me most) were only given a brief superficial account by Ms. Bedonie. 

I received a number of handouts in this session. One useful one is a two-page list of thirty-six indicators 
of a successful literacy classroom that could be useful for developing evaluation instruments for existing 
or pilot projects elsewhere in the world. 

One important point that relates to the Chong Project in Thailand is that Navajo children, like their Chong 
counterparts, are learning Navajo as a second language. When reading with the children the teacher uses 
only Navajo but the children reply in English. In the Chong project, the Chong teacher has been using a 
similar technique, the students replying in Thai (and in Chong as they are able). 

Language Acquisition and Native American Language Revitalization 

Tracy Hirata-Edds, the presenter in this session, offered a very well done outline of how an understanding 
of the linguistic structure of the language needs to undergird the kind of language learning approach used, 
especially TPR (Total Physical Response) approaches. Using linguistic terminology—phonology, 
semantics, morphology, and syntax—this presenter emphasized that a basic understanding of the 
linguistic aspects of the given language is necessary for preparing the sequence of language learning 
lessons. Vocabulary, sentence patterns, etc. need to be introduced with respect to their functionality for 
meaningful language use by the learners.  

Hirata-Edds suggested that TPR for programs like Chong should take all four aspects of the language into 
account when deciding on what vocabulary and grammatical constructions to include. If you teach the 
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children language what they are not likely to hear or have opportunity to use outside the classroom, you 
waste time. 

In the preparation of Big Books, when the text is too difficult for the learners, the presenter suggested that 
the text be covered up with a sheet of paper. Instead of text and pictures, the teacher should simply use 
the pictures to tell the story to the children, and use questions simple enough for the children to answer 
using their level of the target language. 

Hirata-Edds recommended the following books for curriculum developers (whether classroom teachers or 
others): 

Hinton, L. and Hale, K. 2001. The Green Book of Language Revitalization in Practice. San Diego, 
Calif.: Academic Press. 

Parker, F and Riley, K. 2000. Linguistics for Non-Linguists: A Primer with Exercises. Boston, Mass.: 
Allyn and Bacon. 

“Whaia To Reo”: Metaphor Use by Newly Fluent Speakers of Maori 
Jeanette King presented some interesting information on the Maori language in New Zealand. The 
fluency levels among adult Maoris are 

• 41% speak no Maori 

• 43% have a low fluency in Maori 

• 8% have medium fluency in Maori, and 

• 8% have a high fluency in Maori. 

She further noted that 84 percent of the population that speak little or no Maori make up the large middle 
of the Maori population by age: youth to middle-age. The Te Kohanga Reo preschools link the 0 to 5 age 
group with the 40 to 70 age group. Ironically, the age group that missed out (ages 15 to 40) makes up the 
prime movers in the language revitalization effort. 

Language Immersion—a Paradigm for Academic Excellence 
Lori Falcon described in detail the formation and implementation of a community language immersion 
program for the Blackfoot language. They chose a language immersion program because they felt that the 
alternative programs were not and could not be successful to revitalize the heritage language. Falcon 
presented two studies (without citation). One study compared average SAT (Scholastic Achievement 
Test) scores for language (L) and math (M) among students with various amounts of foreign language 
learning. 
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Time in foreign language/ 
SAT subjects 

SAT scores for 
language 

SAT scores for math

No foreign language (FL) 366 409 

1 year in FL 378 416 

2 years in FL 417 463 

5+ years in FL 504 535 

 
Falcon also stated that monolingual learners do not have a metalinguistic understanding of their language 
because they have never had to think about it. L2 learners are in the position that requires them to think 
about and compare their L1 and their L2 giving them decided advantages in metalinguistic awareness. 

The Immersion Program uses a lot of TPR, striving also for comprehensible input. Children are not 
required to produce language that they do not understand. The following is a list of features of the 
immersion program: 

1. Subject content is taught in the L2. 

2. Teacher regularly uses contextual clues—gestures, body language, props, visuals (but not English). 

3. Teacher provides hands-on experiences for students, accompanied with oral and written language 
use. 

4. L2 atmosphere permeates the classroom. 

5. Communication motivates all language use. Error correction is minimal. 

6. Reading and writing experiences accompany the development of oral language (e.g., whole 
language, language experience). 

7. Writing skills are transferred from L2 to English. Students learn to read first in the L2. Ideally, 
teachers are forbidden to speak English. 

FirstVoices.com: Aboriginal Languages Online 
Peter Brand (FirstVoices.com coordinator), Andy Paul, and John Elliott presented this project. The latter 
two are from the Senchoten language group that first utilized FirstVoices.com as archiving and teaching 
tools. This project originated in British Columbia, Canada, with an aim to provide multimedia, online 
tools for recording and archiving indigenous languages, as well as being a teaching resource both for 
schools and homes. It has responded to the availability of information technology for language 
preservation. The FirstVoices.com platform enables people in faraway places to enter language materials, 
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together with sounds, pictures, and video clips, from their own living rooms. On the other hand, parents 
and teachers can also use it to teach children at flexible times. In order to compete with TV programs, 
video games, and other media, FirstVoices.com presents language learning in a fun way, including 
language games. This represents an effort to maximize the strength of information technology for 
indigenous language preservation. Languages that can be accessed on FirstVoices.com include Senchoten 
and Moose Cree in Canada. However, the project’s coordinator indicated that it could be used with any 
indigenous language worldwide, no matter what writing systems they have. 

Language Revitalization in California 
Nancy Steele, L. Frank Manriquez, and Jon Mesa presented the project called “Advocates for Indigenous 
California Language Survival.” While most of the projects presented at this symposium concerned 
language maintenance and revitalization, large Native American language groups such as Navajo, Cree, 
and Cheyenne, this California-based project dealt with nearly extinct languages. The project’s goals 
include: 

1. Developing new speakers. 

2. Resurrecting language (tribes with no speakers). 

3. Documenting knowledge. 

4. Networking/Sharing. 

5. Improving teaching. 

6. Long-range goals (vision and how to get there). 

7. Finding funding resources. 

Different situations within the language community call for different goals. For example, for languages 
that still have elderly speakers, the Master/Apprentice Language Learning Program had been organized to 
develop new speakers. However, for extinct languages, there is a Breath of Life project through which 
language groups’ members were trained to use a wide array of linguistic and anthropological materials 
collected at the University of California at Berkeley in order to resurrect their own language (what 
Fishman calls reestablishing the language norms). The project also trained advocates to use a video 
camera and editing software to document traditional knowledge. Networking and sharing efforts have 
brought together California Indian families committed to language revival. Efforts for improving 
indigenous language teaching in schools include using TPR and immersion-styled classrooms. Finally, to 
deal with the problem of under-funding, Manriquez conceded that “you have to be direct” while raising 
funds and convincing donors that language really matters. 
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Resource Development: Preparing Indigenous Language Advocates, Teachers, 
and Researchers 
Donna Paskemin and Barb Laderoute from the University of Alberta, Canada, presented information 
about the Canadian Indigenous Languages and Literacy Development Institute (CILLDI). The Institute, 
inspired by a famous Cree scholar, Dr. Freda Akenew, is a coalition between the University of Alberta 
and the University of Saskatchewan, British Columbia and serves as a hub for indigenous language 
advocates, teachers, and researchers. The purpose and goals of the Institute are: 

• To work towards the preservation of indigenous languages. 

• To work towards the development of indigenous languages. 

• To work towards the promotion of indigenous languages. 

• To provide language, linguistic, and language teaching opportunities. 

CILLDI offers courses such as ethnography, literacy and drama, teaching second languages, introductory 
linguistics, and Cree language and culture for equipping schoolteachers, researchers, and indigenous 
language advocates with tools for their work. To make courses as true to indigenous culture as possible, 
the Institute taps the knowledge from tribal elders, treating them as professors. In brief, CILLDI 
represents a partnership between universities (offering study tools), communities (setting goals and 
providing resources), and operators in the field (teachers, researchers, and advocates). As Paskemin said, 
the role of CILLDI is “to empower aboriginal language advocates” in order for them to eventually 
empower their own people. 

ANA—Language Master/Apprentice Project 

Conrad Fisher from Chief Dull Knife College in Lame Deer, Montana, gave a presentation on a three-
year language Master/Apprentice Project funded by the Association of Native Americans (ANA). This 
project teams fluent Northern Cheyenne speakers, who have enough patience to teach, with committed 
younger learners. Besides attaining fluency, these learners are expected to be role models in their 
communities in an effort to revitalize the use of the Northern Cheyenne language. Language learning is 
through immersion in an oral environment using TPR methods. Storytelling in Northern Cheyenne is 
relevant to the history and culture in the community. Immersion camps and cultural days are 
supplemental to the study between Masters and Apprentices. Apprentices raise some money for offering 
elders barbecue meals, which creates a pleasant, non-stressful environment for conversation in Northern 
Cheyenne. This parallels with the Northern Cheyenne culture of offering food to elders who make a visit. 
“Language is culture,” Fisher said.  

After the overview presentation by Fisher, there were testimonies by Masters and Apprentices about their 
experiences in the project. However, the progress reported in this conference is just three months old. It is 
yet to be known what the results will be at the end of the three-year program. In the question-and-answer 
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session, Dr. Richard Littlebear, president of Chief Dull Knife College, stressed the oral nature of 
language learning. He suggested that in language learning the reliance on written curriculum should be 
minimal. “Language learning has got to be fun,” he said. One example is the use of “spice words” that 
linguists call particles. These elements tend to be dropped off from written materials. Dr. Littlebear also 
assured the session participants that one did not have to ask for permission from any party to begin 
preserving one’s language; it can be done right away. 

Student Achievement in This Culture of Change 

Paulina Watchman and Carlin Murphy presented information on the Navajo Nation Rural Systemic 
Initiative (NN-RSI), a five-year project funded by the National Science Foundation. Started in 1998, the 
project aims at raising student achievement in math, science, and technology, while infusing Navajo 
culture in the curriculum. This can be done by making connections between the following aspects of 
education: 

• Place-based education 

• Problem-based education 

• Environment-based education 

• Hands-on/inquiry-based education 

• Partnership 

• Infuse culture and language 

• Classroom strategies 

• Curriculum 

• Parental Involvement 
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Capitalizing on the Navajo Nation’s wealth of traditional knowledge about earth and plants, weather, 
geography, and astronomy, the culturally infused curriculum and teaching allows students to understand 
math and science, as well as appreciate their cultural heritage at the same time. 

Watchman also pointed out that “every native culture has a land-based knowledge.” Tapping into such 
knowledge base would let students learn things that are relevant to their environment. For example, rug 
weaving could be connected with geometric patterns, and Navajo’s shoe game could be explained in 
terms of statistic probability. 

Watchman also added that minority teachers teach best for minority kids. The reasons for this are the 
teachers’ knowledge about kinship and how to approach the children in a culturally appropriate way. 
However, Murphy indicated that there should be a balance between traditional and modern, Western 
ways. Teachers and students should be well equipped with a balanced knowledge from both sides. 

The interesting aspect of this project is the attempt to link the cultural need of Indian education, which 
concerns self-identity and self-respect, and the modern need for student achievement in math and science 
subjects, which will give them a better chance to have good careers in the future. 

Conclusion 
In an overview of the conference, we can group the sessions into three categories: 

1 Curriculum development and teaching approaches 

2 Language advocacy and promotion 

3 Application of information technology in language documentation and teaching 

There is clearly a coalition between higher education institutions (universities and colleges), communities, 
and public institutions (state and social organizations). While universities provide more general 
knowledge and tools (e.g., linguistics and ethnography), and state organizations provide funding for 
community-based projects, it is the community itself that sets the goal and comes up with local teachers 
and language promoters. 

This is not the case for the Chong project. The community workers are new to education and development 
projects and are not confident enough to initiate language promotion projects on their own. They still 
have problems in proposing for funding.1 There are no goal statements written by the community. As 
for the coalition of ILCRD (Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development), the facilitator’s 
role is not limited to academic consultancy and training, but also involves writing proposals and reports, 
and organizing meetings. Lastly, public (e.g., state and social organizations) support is limited, especially 
in terms of finance. However, the acceptance of a Chong language class by the local primary school and 
the financial contribution from the sub-district council are good signs for the future 

Perhaps the most valuable lessons from this Symposium were: 

• Giving us a “benchmark” against which we can measure our work in Thailand. 
                                                      
1 Pat Kelley exhorts: “Take note, SIL field personnel!” 
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• Seeing what a partnership of institutions of higher education, indigenous language communities, 
and public institutions can do. 

We see several relevant connections between what we heard at this symposium and the work of language 
development and language revitalization in Southeast Asia. 

• Both the session on the “situational approach” to teaching Navajo and the session on language 
acquisition and Native American language revitalization emphasize the need to understand the 
core linguistic features of the endangered language. This is necessary to develop the instructional 
program in a way that those essential elements are included in meaningful ways. That means that 
the endangered language curriculum needs to be based on an understanding of the semantics, 
syntax, and morphology, as well as phonology of the language. The handout materials from these 
two sessions can be used to help develop the second semester curriculum this year for the 
ILCRD/Chong pilot project in Klong Phlu, Chantaburi Province. 

• Another connection is in terms of the vision of a university (or a consortium of universities) 
serving as the resource-linking agency for minority language communities. The Canadian 
Indigenous Languages and Literacy Development Institute (CILLDI) sees itself as a resource and 
empowering agency for the local language communities and for the language advocates. This 
could be a model for the kind of program the ILCRD could develop. According to the presenters, 
indigenous language groups anywhere in the world—regardless of their writing systems—can use 
the on-line database: FirstVoices.com. We need to make contact with this web site to determine 
to what degree it can be used for communities like Chong. 

• There are, of course, numerous contrasts between the indigenous language communities of North 
America and those in Southeast Asia. Although the Canadian and U.S. governments are not 
necessarily predisposed to encourage indigenous language revitalization efforts, there are 
substantial government funds that can be obtained for indigenous language education efforts in 
both countries. Most of those indigenous groups live within the borders of one country. The 
several languages that span the border between the U.S. and Canada do not face serious 
impediments in communicating with or traveling to each other’s home areas. The level of 
education within the Native American indigenous communities is relatively high, with many 
language community members having secondary and tertiary educational experiences. Few, if 
any, minority communities in Southeast Asia enjoy these favorable conditions. 

• The forces at work in the larger, more dominant language societies around the world are powerful 
and growing stronger. As a result, the task of revitalization is difficult and getting more difficult 
as each year passes. This Symposium helped to energize, equip, and encourage the participants to 
renew their dedication to empowering minority language groups in this important work. 
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Contacts Made 

Tracy Hirata-Edds, University of Kansas 
tracy@ku.edu 
943 Garfield Street 
Emporia, KS 66801 

A Ph.D. candidate studying with Dr. Akira Yamamoto at the University of Kansas; had 
experience in Nepal, teaching Tribhuvan University students English through literature; 
provided some very practical and well-organized principles for teaching indigenous 
languages as 2LA. 

Dr. Richard Littlebear, President 
Chief Dull Knife College 
P.O. Box 98 
Lame Deer, Montana 59043 
PHONE: (406) 477-6215; FAX: (406) 477-6219 
E-MAIL: rlbear@cdkc.edu 

As mentioned, he is an excellent speaker and offers a very positive and optimistic message. He may be a 
possible plenary speaker for the Language Development, Language Revitalization, and Multilingual 
Education Conference in November of 2003. 

Resources Obtained 

Reyhner, Jon. (Ed.). 1997. Teaching Indigenous Languages. Flagstaff, Arizona: Center for 
Excellence in Education, Northern Arizona University. 

Reyhner, J., G. Cantoni, R.N. St. Clair, and E.P. Yazzie. 1999. Revitalizing Indigenous 
Languages. Flagstaff, Arizona: Center for Excellence in Education, Northern Arizona 
University. 

Materials from The Navajo Nation, Division of Diné Education, Office of Diné Science, 
Math and Technology. 

Brochures from Advocates for Indigenous California Language Survival (AICLS) 

A full-color, glossy storybook by Earl Claxton and John Elliott, from the Saanich language community, 
prepared for the Saanich Indian School Board, Brentwood Bay, BC (Canada). 

Websites 
http://www.cnc.bc.ca/yinkadene/misc/events.htm 

http://www.jan.ucc.nau.edu/~jar/TIL.html 

www.extension.usask.ca/ExtensionDivision/noncredit/Indig/cilldi.htm■ 
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